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ABSTRACT 

waste management Commercially available models exist for estimating the capital and opemtjng costs 
of landfius, waste-to-energy facilities and compost systems and for optimizing system performance 
along a siugle dimension (e.g. cost or transportation distance). 

An alternative to the use of currently available models is the more flexible macro material flow 
modeling approach in which a macro scale or regional level approach is taken. Waste materials are 
trackd through the complete integaraf waste management cycle from genemuon through recycling and 
reuse, and finally to ultimate disposal. 

Such an approach has been applied by the authors to two different applications. The STELLA 
si;mulation language (for Macintosh computers) was used to model the solid waste management system 
of Puerto Rico. The model incorpmted popuIation projections for all 78 municipalities in Puerro Rico 
from 1990 to 2010, solid waste generation factors, remaining life for the exisring landfills, and projeted 
startup time for new facilities. The Pacific Nonhwest Laboratory has used the SimScript simulation 
language (for Windows cornputas) to model the management of solid and hazardous wastes produced 
during cleanup and remediation activities at the Hanford Nuclear Site. 

Computer models have k n  used for almost a decade to model and analyze various aspects of solid 

INTRODUCTION 
Cornpurer models have been used for almost a decade to model various aspects of solid waste 

management Cornpurer models should be used to provide statistical and economic data to assist in the 
decision making process. They supplement but do not replace expert solid waste engineen and 
planners. 

Two basic approaches have been used to develop Computer models. The first approach is to 
develop generic computer applications that can be run by technically competent personnel in the solid 
waste management field who are not necessarily computer programmers. The second approach is to use 
standardized "software tools" to develop a custom made model for a specific situation. Such a model 
requires close coordination between the software developer and the user. 

Several generic models have been developed. These models all have standard input screens for 
data entry, and produce smndardized output reports. One of the fust models of this type was the Solid 
Waste Fmancial Model developed by the author for the W o m i a  Integrated Waste Management Board 
in 1985 (1). The model was based on the widely used Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program. It was 
designcd to be used by individual cities to help essimate the costs of vxious solid waste management 
options. In 1988, another generic model, WasrePlan, was developed by the Tellus Institute (2)- A 
similar program, GIGO (Garbage In - Garbage Out), based on the EXCEL spreadsheet progam, is under 
development ai the Uiversiq of California, Davis (2). 

Results with these generic models have been mixed. All of them require significant staff time to 
organize and load &e required data on waste composition, quantifies, local labor and capital costs, etc- 
h Michigan and New York, many communities provided free copies of Wasteplan by heir state solid 
waste agencies, have not used it due to the time requirements for data loading and interpretation of the 
final results (2). A similar situation occurred in California with the Solid Waste Financial Model. 
Although the model was designed for use by individual communities, the principd users were 
consultants who were willing to devote the mining time to effectively use the model 

example of this approach was the Graphical Integiaed Solid Waste Management Model developed by 
the author in 1990 for Brown and Caldwell Consultants and the Puerro Rico Solid Waste Managemenr 

The second approach to modeling is to develop customized applications for specific sintauoris. An 



Authority (3). The mode1 was deveIapd in conjunction with a re*on of the Island-wide Master Plan. 
The model was Custom developed ta manage the time- phased closure of exisring noncomplying 
landfii and the construction and operation of replacement facilities. The model used the STELLA 
simulation language on the Macintosh computer. 

Pacific Northwest Laboratory has developed a sknilar custom modeling technique using the 
SimScript Simulation language (for WINDOWS computers) (4). The modeling approach used is more 
univcrsat than the models previously discussed because individual materials can be tracked ikom raw 
r n a t d  extraction, through manufacturing, use, and eventual waste generation andor recycling. This 
approach is known as Macro Materid Row Modeling. 

GRAPHICAL INTEGRATED SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR PUERTO RlCO 
The Commonwealth of Puem Rico Solid Waste Management Authority (SWMA) conuacted with 

Brown and Caldwell Consulrants to prepare a computer model for tracking solid wastes using the 
STELLA computer language on the Macintosh microcornpuzer- As part of an earlier contracs Brown 
and Caldwell had assisted S W M A  in preparing a Site Facility Plan which summvized the existing solid 
waste management system in Puerto Rico and presented a new system of regional landfills, transfer 
stations, and waste-to-energy plants. The model is a simulation of that Plan which incorporates 
population projections for all 78 municipalities in Puerto Rico from 1990 to 2010, solid waste generation 
factors far all municipalities, data on remaining life for the existing landfrls, and projected startup time 
for the new landfills and waste-ro-energy plants. 

The STELLA Language 
STELLA is a commercially available programming language which runs on the Macintosh 

compurer. It combines features of a computer aided design program, a spreadsheer, and a conventional 
programming language. The most important feature of STELLA is that it is prognmmed graphically as 
alogic diagram- The program is generated by the logic diagram Thus the diagram and the program stre 
always in agreement In conventional programming, the logic diagram (or flowsheet) is used by 
programmers as an outline. Since it is a paper document, the finished program may not actually match 
the logic diagram. Spreadsheets, although easy to construct, are difficult to cdir since the programming 
logic is hidden behind the spreadsheet cells. With a STELLA program, the logic diagram always 
accurately represents the strucrure of the model. The logic diagram can be easily understood by non- 
programmers. 

STELLA is programmed by consmcting a flowsheet on the computer Screen using graphical 
elements 9s shown in Figure 1, the logic diagram for the municipal solid waste (MSW) flow in the City 
of San Juan. The rectangle represents a "stock" or accumulation of material. In this case, the total MS W 
deposited at landfill 5 1. The circles represent "conveners", algebraic expressions or consmnts. The 
a m w  with double Lines represent a "flow" of matexiah. The associated circle contains algebraic logic to 
control the flow. Finally the single line a~fdws represent logical connections between the flowsheet 
elements. Thus the population of Sari Juan (Y?opSJ) affects the yearly MSW generation in San Juan 
(MSWSJ). 

STELLA Model - Existing MSW System 
The STELLA model for herto Rico was prepared in zwo parts, (1) a simulation of the existing 

system, and (2) a simulation of the proposed system STELLA logic diagrams for the existing San Juan 
MSW system is shown in Figure 1. It is typical of the other 78 municipalities modeled. The converter 
(circle) labeled PopSJ is a graphical function which contains the population data for San Juan. It is 
linked io a "ghost" converter, or copy, labeled tiine-h. This provides time input to the model from 0 to 
20 years in 1 year increments. The PopSJ function is saved in the STELLA model as an equation: 

The equation shows that the population at year 0 = 415,399 and so on. STELLA interpolates the 
yearly values. Graphical functions can aiSa be drawn freehand STELLA automatically converts the 
graph into numerical data 

The converter labeled MSWSJ, calculates the municipal solid waste (MSW) genemred yearly in 
San Juan (in rondyesr) using the equation below: 

MSWSJ = MSW - facSJ*(300/2000)*PopSJ 



The equation calculates MSWSI by multiplying the population (PopSJ) by the daily MSW 
generation in Iblmpday (MSW-kSJ). The arittunetic equation (300DXIO) converts lb/cap-day into 
tons/day (assUmiag 300 days per year piduction). MSW-hcSJ is a constant, 4.9 lb/cap-day. (Note: 
These constants and assumptions were specifled by the clienc SWMA. Any user specifled days 
production per year and MSW generation rates can be us&) 

landfill #5 1). The flow is controlled by the converter L35 1 which contains the quation: 
The MSW "flows" to the landfill which is shown as the rectangle or stock labeled LFslSUM (for 

LFSk IF (LFT-51=0) OR (LET - 51-TIMES) TIHEN 0 ELSE MSWU 

This is a logical equation which states "If the landfill life reznaining for hdfU #51 (LFLSI) is 
q u a l  to 0, or if the landfill life remaining minus the current model time m) is equal to or less than 
0, then, the MSW going to landfill #51 (LFS1) is 0, othenVise it i s  equal to the MSW generated in San 
Juan that year (MSWSJ)*'. The constant LFI-51 equals 4, thus for years 0,1,2, and 3, LF5l will equd 
MSWSJ, and the MSW will flow to lanclfii #51. At year 4 fie 1994), no MSW will flow to the landfill. 

The converter LFSldef contains the equation: 

LF5ldef = MSWSJ-LF51 

ELF51 is qual to 0 (as it would be in yeats 4 on), then the landfill deficit (LF51) is equal to the 
MSW generated that year (MSWSJ). The deficit represents MSW which is in excess of the projected 
life of the JandfiL 

For ease in comparing the simulation of the existing Puerto Rim MSW system with the proposed 
system, the 78 municipaliries were grouped into the same 20 zones which will be used in the proposed 
system. San Juan is rhe only municipality located in Zone 1. The logic diagram shown in Figure 2 adds 
dl the deficits generat& in Zone 1. 

The converter Zldef contains the equation: 

Zldef = LFSldef 

The stock 2ldefSUM contains the equation: 

ZldefSUM = ZldefSUlM + d t  * ( Zldef ) 
INIT(2ldefSUM) = 0 

This equation calculates the accumulated sum of the Zone 1 deficit as the time increment is 
changed ( ie from year 0 to yearl, etc.). The second line of the equation kritializes the sum to 0 at h e  
0. 

STELLA Mode1 - Proposed System 

be closed and that a regionalized system of 20 solid waste zones be developed The ZORG will 
incorporate state-of-the-= landfii transfer stations, and in some cases waste-to-energy plants. As 
conceived by S W M A  in 1990, the system did not incorporate recycling, composthg, and other landfill 
diversion technologies, but if S w M A ' s  solid waste strategy changes, the model can easily be modified 
to reflect these diversions, and the resultant extension of landfill life. 

The logic diagrams for the proposed system are more compIex than the existing system befause 
they incorporate waste-ta-energy plants and a series of transfer stations. The logic diagram for Zone 1, 
the City of San Juan is zepresentative of .the other Zones and will be discussed. 

The logic diagram is shown as Figure 3. The waste flow is either towards the waste-to-energy 
plant or to the deficit converter. The converter Zl-SJ'WE contains the following logic: 

21 UWTE = IF (SRT - SJ =O) OR (SRT_SJ.TIMESO) THEN MSWSJ ELSE 0 
SRT - SJ= 4 

The SoIid Waste Management Authority (SWMA) has proposed that many of the existing landfills 

The logical equation Zl,S3WIE routes the was& stream to San-JuanWTE or to Zldef by 
comparing the value of SRT-ST (the start up time for the San Juan waste TO energy plant) with the Time 
running in the Model- If Zl-STWIE is equal to 0, then the deficit quation below applies: 



Zldef t MSWSJ-Zl-SJWTE 

If Zf-SJWTE 3 equal to MSWSJ, then the equations below balance the waste Soream between ash 
(SJASH) k d  combustion (SJCOMB). It was assumed that 25% of the waste stream would be c o n v d  
to ash. 

S JASH = 21 SJWTE*.25 
21 SJWTE 2 IF (SRT SJ 4) OR (SRT-SJ-TIMESO) THEN M m S J  ELSE 0 
m-EfacSJ = 21 c SW%*.75 

S M a r  Iogic is used for the Guaynabo waste-@-energy p h t  which shares a common ash landfiu 
with the San Juan waste-t+energy plant Note &.hat the waste streams from six transfer stations are 
added together before entering the Guaynabo WTE plant 

Uses of the STELLA Model 
The STELLA model developed for Puerto Rico is being used to help schedule the design and 

construction of the new landfills, transfer sta!ions, and waste-to-energy plants recommended in the Site 
Facility Plan. One of the most important uses of the model is the monitoring of the timing and 
magnitude of deficits as the eltisting 3andfills reach capaciry. The deficits show which municipalities in 
the system have the most critical need for new facilities. 

Output from rhe model can be in graphical fom or as spreadsheet compatible tables which can be 
transferred to other Macintosh applications such as spreadshezts (EXCEL) and word processors as 
ASCII files. Through the use of commercially available translator programs such as MacLink-PC, 
ourput data can also be transfernxi to standard MS-DOS or WINDOWS applications such as LOTUS 1- 
2-3 and WORDPERFECT. C o n s h i d o n  is king given by the software developer fo producing a MS- 
DOS or WINDOWS version of STELLA to run directly on IBM and XBM-compatible PCs. 

MACRO MATERIAL FLOW MODELXNG 
The modeling approaches used in the Puerto Rico Model above and in the earlier Solid Waste 

Financial Model and Waste Plan Model are a l l  focused on managing solid waste after generation. None 
of the models discussed have incorporated waste reduction, the highest level of the waste management 
hierarchy. The more flexible Macro Material Flow Modeling (MMFM) approach, in which a macro 
scale or regional level approach is taken, can incorporare waste reduction. Materids ate tracked through 
the complete hegrated waste management cycle from waste reduction, generation, collection, through 
to recycling and reuse, and finally to ultimate disposal. Pacific Northwest Laboratory has used such a 
methodology for several years to track and manage hvardous and solid wastes produced during cleanup 
and r e d a t i o n  activities at the Hartford Nuclear Site. 

The basic approach of MMFM is to address long-term poky issues by looking at the complete 
waste cycle. Such an approach wonld be applicable IO modeling solid waste at the stare or national level 
where policy decisions affecting waste management are being made. 

Macro Material Flow Modeling Structure 
The materials cycle can be shown Schematically in Figure 4. The boxes in Elgure 4 represent 

mamid states, while the m w s  represent tiansfomtion processes The processes are net energy usen 
except where explicitly identified by the E+ symbol. 

Another way of looking at materials producuon and waste production is in a matrix format Thus 
waste type becomes one wordinate of a ma& and the sector of waste odgh is defined as the other 
coordinate. Such a matrix is shown schematically in Figure 5. The matrix snucture is useful because it 
obviously lends itself to mathematical modeling. Because the MMFM approach models the material 
flows through all  of the components of the integrated wastc management system, it is vwy useful in 
evaluating dtemauve system configurations and in e n s h g  that the various system componenrs 
interface apprupriately with each orher. 

to account for the transformation of materiats to wastes. To model such a process, the output of h e  
process for a given meal, for a given time period can be defined as a function of: 

To calculate the input and output for each cell in the matrix an objective function can be developed 

The input material. 
A set of independent variables, such as gross national produck per capita income, popularion 
or population density, regulatory factors, andor climate. 



~ c t i v i ~  of related processes in other sectorffuncuonal waste type categories &e- other cells in 
the matrix) but not directly in the input or output chain of the particdar process in question. 
Past outputs of the process. 

This is shown Schematically in Figure 6. 
I 
I Macro Material Flow Modeling Implementation 
I 
1 

The modeling principles discussed above have not yet been applied to a municipal solid waste case. 
They have been implemented at the W o r d  Site and are currently being used to manage hazardous and 
solid wastes- The Hanford Model is optimized to track wastes and minimize treatment and disposal 
disposal costs (5). It also produces management reports as rquired by the Department of Energy, the 
EPA, and the Washington State Department of Heazrh. An overview of the waste management system 
simulatd by the Hanford Model is shown h Figure 7. The Model is programmed in the SimScript 
simulation language, a high level progmmdng language with many features in common with STELLA 
(as used in the Puerto Rico Model). 

Pacific Northwest Laboratory and California Polytechnic State University are collabomting to 
develop applications of Macro Material Flow Modeling far municipalities and state government IC is 
expected that fume models will combine some of the features of the P u m  Rico STELLA Model and 
the W o r d  Site SirnScript Model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

that focused on costs or materials routing to multidimensional models which can track materials and 
wastes throughout their entire use cycle. Such models will allow solid waste planners and decision- 
makers to manage wastes on a more ccst effective basis. 

Computer modeling of solid waste! management systems has evolved from one dimensional models 
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Figure 5. The Solid Waste Matrix 
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Figure 6. Simplified Solid Waste Process Model 
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